
The meaning of H.



Suppose I is a region in IR" with

Smooth boundary 21 and

X(x,y) =(x, ycz(x,y))

We have previously computed

Xx =(1,0,Ex)

X =(0,1,zy)
y

50

E =1 +24,F =zxzy,G
=1 +Zy

Further,

xxxxy =( - zx, - ze,1)
SO

-

n =e



This means

l =7xxx,n) =Ez
m =(xxy,n) =

x+7y

n
=(Xxz,n)=

2Nz+zy

We want to compute the trace of

the shape operator. Since

Sp =(=I*[ ]
We can compute

So =F (-EE] (m? n]
=E=z(G

- Fm_ Fm +En)



SO

trSp=eFmtE

and

H =trSp =em
Now

EG - F =( +z2)(1 +25) - zxz'

=

1 +2 +z3

In the numerator, we get

Gl-2Fm+ En =

(xx =2 zxzyzxy + (1+z)Eyy

Ex+



Theorem. For a graph surface (X,1,t(x2))

H=(xx-2zxEyExy+(1 +z3)zey

2(1 +z2 +zz)
We now want to interpret this!

Area (z) =LE-F" dx dy
= (zY+dx dy
1

=ST ox dy
Now suppose we wantto compute
the directional derivative

DrArea(z) =o Arealz +tv)

for some variation viR-IR with v =0

on 2R.



We can write down

Area(z +tr)/t
=0

-

=(zEzra)!
2

Now

(z +tu)x)tolzx+tux)")t=o
=2(zx +(vx).Vx/t

=0

= 2zxx

Similarly,

(z +tu)z/*LZyVy.



Therefore

zztuy)to

-Stz(zxx+ye)
=

(,Xu)
Now in vector calculus, we learn

to define the divergence of a vector

field E:RIR" by

dir F = +
Thus, for any scalar function 4,

dir GF =9F+ExPFz



=(x,4)F +3 +(,4)F +4(E)

=[4,F) +4 divF.

We also learn the averence them,

SdivFdArea= (<F, n) ds
↳

IR

where n is the outward pointing unit
normal to 21.

&i

Seethe<

↓3



Putting these together,

Iriv) dArea=

=_dir(vi) - voir(n) dArea

-)as-(voir() dAren- I

O, because v=0 onl

So DyArea(z) =0 for all variations v

if andonly if div (ET) =0.



So now let's compute

div(z) =(8/s).)
+z1

-

1z, +Z

Now
IzxExx+zyzyxIVi) -(zxxy+Ezy

SO

(Tyz] + e--
↳

I
-xze

(1 +z4+zz)*
(1 +zx +zy)(zxx +zx)
I-

(1 +2 +zy)*



=(x2x+e

+-zxx +733
(1 +z +zz)*

which proves a striking theorem!

Theorem. 2H is the first variation of area.

Surfaces with HE0 are area-critical

we call them minimal surfaces.



Example. (x, y, log()).
We compute

z(x,y) =log(0sx) - log(cos y)

SO

zx =x.(-sinx) = - tanx

Ze =

g(-siny) = fane
and

Exx =- seX

Exy
=0

Zyy =- secy



SO

H-(2x72x+(1
+2e

-Iy)secx+(I- tanx)secy

I(1+tanx+tany)*

But It tan'O= sec for all , so

-- secy secx+ sex sect

tanx+tany)
=O

andthis is well-defined as long
as X, y = (-41,42) so cosy, cosy 0.



This is called Scherk's surface.



Example. In previous notes, we

considered the surface of revolution

X(u,v) = (f(u) cosV,

: f(u) sin v,

u L

and showed that

H =(2in sign(f)
This means that H =0 1=>

(1 +(f))) - ff" =0

f"=
This is a 2nd order ODEfor F.



We can solve it by guessing and

checking.

f(u) =ccosh

F'(u)=sinh

f"(u) =cosh

So

#fu)-shn-E ree
(In fact, I think this is the only
real solution, as f(u):in also

solves the ODE.)



The resulting surface is the catenoid!


